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The residences of Paramount Symphony Noida come with the luxurious tiled floor and engineered
wooden floor.  Each of these flats offers 2 to 3 bedroom luxurious and spacious living spaces with
wooden floor in the master bedrooms and luxurious tiles in the entire house. The Luxurious tiled
floor celebrates the decoration, tradition, re-interpreting it through innovative decoration techniques,
giving you the possibility to imagine and build original and unique environments. While, the
engineered wooden floor gives you the feel of traditional woods. Engineered wood flooring is
composed of two or more layers of wood in the form of a plank. The top layer (lamella) is the wood
that is visible when the flooring is installed, and is adhered to the core (or substrate) which provides
the stability.

Â If you peep into the kitchens of Paramount Symphony Noida, you can feel the difference as it
provides you with imported modular kitchen. A kitchen is much more than just a cooking place. It is
the heart of your home. By combining aesthetics with functionality and elegance, Paramount group
has transformed your modular kitchen into a specialist kitchen. It features branded sanitary ware
and fittings that modern day consumers often aspire.

To provide a smooth matt finish to the walls of your dream house,

Paramount Symphony provides acrylic based plastic emulsion that makes your walls talk to you.
These paints are washable and easy to maintain. If we talk about the windows, from glass railing to
intricate jalis it has got it all.

Looking at the safety side of its clients, Paramount Symphony Noida offers a complete 3 tier
security, CCTV surveillance at every stage, entries driveway parking tower lobbies â€“ all monitored
24X7, earthquake resistant structure, Power back up and advanced firefighting / fire alarms/smoke
detection system installed in all towers.

Thus, Paramount Group takes care of each and every minute detail of its projects to provide a
convenient, comfortable and sophisticated lifestyle to its valued customers.  To know more about its
floor plans and price detail, you can collect brochures from Paramount Symphony office or you can
visit its website.
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Dolly - About Author:
The author of this article is an expert with specialization in this particular industry and has written
various authoritative articles on projects belonging to the same background. For more details of    a  
Paramount symphony Noida and  a  Paramount Symphony office please visit
http://www.paramountgroup.co.in/
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